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Stipulated Cases
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Limits of Conﬁdentiality
There is no privileged communication for any party in court ordered counseling, investigations, parenting plan
coordinator, co-parenting, reuniﬁcation therapy or custody evaluations. Exceptions are when the order states
the therapy is to be conﬁdential. All information obtained during our sessions may be reported to the judge,
mediators, attorneys, custody evaluators and other agents of the court.

Behavior in Therapy Ofﬁce
There shall be no yelling, profanity, sarcasm, rolling of the eyes, or name calling permitted. If you disagree with
what is being said by Mr. Rosen or any other person in the oﬃce, you may state your disagreement in a clear
and polite manner. If Mr. Rosen believes your behavior is inappropriate, he may ask you to be quiet or leave
the session. If you are asked to leave, you will be ﬁnancially responsible for the cost of the session. No audio
recording is permitted during the session. Individuals who violate this law are subject to criminal prosecution
under California Penal Code 632.

Fee Agreement for Family Law Clients
I understand I am ﬁnancially responsible to pay for services in accordance with the judge's order. I am also
responsible paying for any report requested by the court, myself or my attorney. Individuals who do not
provide a minimum of 24 hours notice in the event they need to reschedule or cancel will still be required to
pay for the cost of the session-even if the other party has been ordered by the court to pay for therapy
services. If there is a legitimate reason for the cancellation/no show such as illness, a physician's note will be
required. Payment is due at the time of service before the session begins. It is preferable to make payment
through Mr. Rosen's website: mrosenmft.com by clicking on 'make a payment' before the session begins. In
the event Mr. Rosen agrees to take a check and the check is not negotiable there will be an additional charge
of $45.00 (forty-ﬁve dollars). The fees for all court related services are listed under FEES on Mr. Rosen's
website.

Fee Agreement for Child Custody Evaluations
The fees for child custody evaluations including 730, 3111 & 3118 are listed on Mr. Rosen's website:
mrosenmft.com under FEES. The price is all inclusive and covers all interviews, review of documents and
ﬁnal report. The price does not include testimony should that be required. There are no refunds once Mr.
Rosen has started interviews, testing, collecting forms or documents as considerable time has already been
invested.

Telephone and Video-Chat Consultations
Telephone and video-chat sessions are available at the rate of $4.00 (four dollars) for each minute with a
minimum charge of $25.00 (twenty-ﬁve dollars). There is no fee to schedule or reschedule an appointment.

Court Testimony and Depositions
If my attorney or myself requests Mr. Rosen to testify in court or provide a deposition there is a minimum
charge of $3,000.00 (three thousand dollars) for the am or pm session or $5,000.00 (ﬁve thousand dollars) for
the entire day. The fee must be paid 10 days prior to testimony and a full refund will be given if there is 3
business days notice of a cancellation or rescheduling. Mr. Rosen's fees are to to be paid if he testiﬁes for one
minute, 7 hours or not at all. In the event the deposition is greater than one hour from Mr. Rosen's oﬃce, an
additional fee may apply.

Insurance
Mr. Rosen does not accept or bill insurance but upon request will provide an invoice so the individual can bill
their own insurance company. Child custody evaluations are not considered counseling services however
receipts for payment will be provided. Co-parenting is an educational not a psychological service so although
receipts are provided, no mental health diagnosis will be provided.

Agreement to Terms of Service
My signature indicates I have read these terms of service and agree with the conditions set forth.
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